EMPORIO ARMANI EYEWEAR SPRING/SUMMER 2016
CONTEMPORARY INNOVATION
The glasses in the Emporio Armani Spring/Summer 2016 collection reveal new
shape with warm colours for her and bright colors for him. The play on contrasts
and carefully designed details embellish the easy-to-wear models, which are
inspired by this season’s accessories, emphasizing their innovative design and
modern, contemporary character.
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EA 4083 - Straight from the catwalk,
these sunglasses stand out for their
volume
and
sinuous,
captivating,
distinctly oversized shape. The lenses,
cut on the sides, are combined with an
injected-molded
frame
featuring
gradient tones that recall the colors of
the Emporio Armani women’s fashion
show. The original wavy temple
emphasizes the mood of the collection,
which is inspired by a sense of freedom.
The iconic eagle logo is engraved in a
little triangle with two rivets, a detail
taken from the bags in the accessories
collection. They are available in honey
and silver.

EA 4068 – EA 3084 - In line with
seasonal trends, these glasses feature
details inspired by the accessories
collection. The exquisite metal hinge, an
aesthetic and functional detail, evokes
the metal placques on the handles of
the bags. The acetate frame on the
front and temples have an unusual
striped effect, inspired by Emporio
Armani fabrics. The logo on the outer
and inner temple tip complete the
frame. The model is available as both
sunglasses and optical glasses, in
opaline honey and shiny black.
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EA 4070 – EA 3081 - These glasses
feature fun, captivating contrasting
colored
multi-layered
acetates,
available in easy-to-wear designs: the
boxy sunglasses version and the cateye eyeglasses version. The layer of
acetate on the temples is skillfully
machined
through
an
innovative
process that reveals the iconic eagle
logo on the underlying color layer. The
play of contrasting colours is repeated
along the upper edge of the temples.
The sunglasses are available in a
combination of black and coral, while
the glasses come in a combination of
shiny grey and sage grey.

EA 4075 – EA 3095 - An innovative
boxy designs with special temples: the
first part is metal, with the iconic
engraved Emporio Armani logo, while
the second part features the application
of a printed leather-effect texture,
which evokes the exclusive materials
used for the accessories and clothes at
the Emporio Armani fashion show. The
contrasting colours and materials make
this
geometric
frame
particularly
contemporary.
Both the sunglasses and the eyeglasses
model are available in black and printed
texture or in Havana and biscuit-color
texture.
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EA 2034 - A cutting-edge design
combined with careful craftsmanship
gives this model a futuristic touch. The
star of the Emporio Armani menswear
catwalk, these striking glasses are
distinctly recognizable due to the
subtle metal design on the frame front.
The complex construction of the superlight frame and the mirrored lenses give
the model a contemporary and
innovative effect. Available in shiny
gunmetal, blue and black.

EA 4071 – EA 3087 - These unusual
glasses
feature
fun,
captivating
contrasting
coloured
multi-layered
acetates. Both the sunglasses version
and the eyeglasses version are available
in easy-to-wear designs. The layer of
acetate on the temples is skilfully
machined
through
an
innovative
process that reveals the iconic eagle
logo on the underlying color layer. The
play on contrasting colors is repeated
along the upper edge of the temples.
The use of materials and colors for
these glasses is in perfect harmony with
the Emporio Armani fashion collection.
The sunglasses are available in matte
black and gray, while the eyeglasses
come in matte grey and petrol green.
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EA 4077 - EA 3092 - This sporty,
dynamic model restyles the pilot
design. The innovative rubber-effect
nylon frame front makes this style feisty
and striking. The temples have a
rubber-injected steel structure and
feature the distinctive embedded eagle
logo. The mix of rubber and steel which
distinguishes the frame front is
repeated on the inner metal side of the
temple tips. The same construction is
repeated in the rectangular design of
the eyeglasses version.
The sunglasses are available in grey and
petrol green, while the eyeglasses come
in black and petrol green.
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